HUBBARD COUNTY WATERCRAFT

AIS INSPECTION PROJECT

2012:

- DNR LGU (Local Government Unit) Grant and Joint Powers Agreement
- 11 Lake Associations (16 Lakes) Participated
- $79,000.00 Contributed. Lake Associations ($57K), Townships and Cities ($21K)
- 4,725 Hours and 7,129 Inspections Conducted

2013:

- LGU Grant – 21 Lakes; 6,659 Hours
- $142,645 Committed. Partnership Between Local Government and Lake Associations:
  - Hubbard County - $35,000
  - Townships/Cities - $35,990
  - Lake Associations - $63,905
  - DNR LGU Grant - $7,750
Dedicated Decontamination Station Purchased and Located in Dorset at Lake Service Provider Facility

HUBBARD COUNTY AIS WATERCRAFT INSPECTION

SUMMARY 5/10/13 TO 10/13/13

2013 RESULTS:

INSPECTIONS: 10,664
(5978 ENTER, 4669 EXIT, 17 UNKNOWN)
HOURS: 6658.75
INSPECTIONS PER HOUR: 1.60
VEGETATION AT ARRIVAL: 201 (3.4%)
DRAIN PLUG IN ON ARRIVAL: 318 (5.3)
WATER IN BOAT AT ARRIVAL: 225 (3.8%)
OUT OF STATE REGISTRATION: 1264 (11.9%)
ARRIVALS - LAST IN INFESTED WATERS: 569 (9.5%)

NOTES:
1. 20 FULL TIME EQUIVALENT INSPECTORS
2. INSPECTORS WORKED SPLIT SHEETS (6-10 AM & 4-8 pm)
3. FULL TIME SUPERVISOR MANAGES INSPECTORS
4. DNR LGU AIS WATERCRAFT INSPECTION GRANT PROGRAM

2014 GOALS:

- Increase inspection levels on high risk lakes
- Add new lakes (target higher risk lakes)
- Increase township/city funding support
- Add more decontamination stations and increase utilization
- Increase resort participation in inspection of guest’s watercraft
- Increase mid-day inspections

KG 11.4.2013